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modeling and structural analysis. This academic approach, based on generative
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in particular timber trusses, is present in

studies have deeply investigated the
geometry, the structural behavior and the

structures are usually hidden and don’t

damage, with imminent consequences
compatible with the standard procedures
and it is based on an accurate

and partial replacements over time. To

it is possible to go back to the original

building.

precise analyses on the rheological and

model.
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They are commonly used to cover big

are conceived both as planar and tri-

The ability to redistribute the vertical
thrust on lateral walls gave success to

the architects used to solve the

their ability to produce and assemble

distinction is made between open joint
to build slender elements, they didn’t
known table by Sebastiano Serlio, titled
armamenti di legname, the architect
know how to manage it according

open joint trusses (capriata a nodo
and the tie-beam is made through a
not nailed steel bracket with the aim

Southern European trusses are usually
heavy structures, made with hard wood,

any measures other than those in the

carpenters. The same statement can

some bending moment in the element.
or without braces (capriata semplice

continuously monitored and eventually
replaced with new members, according

collar beam and queen posts (capriata

necessarily architects.

and show truss-beams and closed joint
15 meters. Beyond that dimension, it is
usual to observe additional elements.

local culture, and how much the
carpenters were travelling, spreading

A key issue in trusses construction is

The construction and maintenance

relation to the tie-beam. Some authors
Europe, as well as in most Architectural
the king post rests on the tie-beam

wood were available, usually hardwood
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There are various manners
Bologna the same structures have been
walls support the beams, they
which method pleaseth me
very much, because the

some beam should rot, the

elements

through other supporting elements

danger

were

disassembled

and

humidity or animals, they were cut,
shortened, turned upside down and
eventually replaced.

joining wooden elements is completely
plates and the possibility to check every
essential over the years to ensure a

European trusses tend to become
and the energy consumption became a

trusses, is based on the analysis

structurally indeterminate systems
into manageable and computable
truss diagrams.
The technical

in shape occur both at local level,
i.e. in a single element, and at global

two dimensions. The global behavior,
provided by movements and reciprocal

building mainly depended on the good

due to major displacements or material
damage. Maintenance planning always

in its virtual plane.

visual inspections.

construction leads to interventions

membranes have increased the weight

structures that are radically changing the

and protection, in such a way that well-

that would be almost unworkable

architectural surveys.

durable than the past, not having the
Bologna, as we have observed, have
through discontinuous elements like
to hidden spatial structures as timber

the structural behavior, both locally and

that have created problems not only to

small sealing bricks or stucco pieces
onto the space underneath, especially

building.

have a protection role until a certain

dangerous in rooms and halls occupied
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in which 3D surveying instruments
and reverse engineering techniques
have been used. Reverse engineering

aspect that in the past was tolerated,
nowadays is not accepted. For this
preliminary visual and technological

aimed at producing or modeling a new
object with similar characteristics.
that needs to be reproduced, the
The procedure can be graphically
survey procedure has been set up,
tested and developed by subsequent

models. The models are used to carry
out dimensional analyses, replace
the case studies, but can be easily

The case studies are represented by a

completely new parts with improved

provides

many

outputs

(photos,

supported by timber trusses. The most
interesting structures belong to the

Depending on the equipment, a
preparatory inspection is essential to

the results allows to depict coherent
Domenico. These buildings are built
naves have unusually big dimensions

and achieved results (green).

The method has been developed through

session is carried out using a laser
scanner. For the churches we used the
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lightweight and easy to use instrument

completely available and it is not
necessary to come back to the survey
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and gives a very detailed representation

preparatory activities and the dead
time between each scan station. The
might be called reductio ad unum,

are aligned to generate point clouds,

whereas there might be slight but

modeling
tools
algorithms.

with

generative

cloud only the portion representing
which documentary and photographic
consolidated dataset helps to ensure
The rendering phase leads to three

drawn up.
Some considerations can also be

to the sectioned elements, remaining as
orthogonal as possible to each section.

where other tests should be made with
non-destructive methods, in addition

takes place at the original coordinates

the three stages is associated with

outputs can be stored independently or

moisture content values and moisture

The qualitative analysis involves the

grade or strength values to be used in

qualitative analysis, the digital modeling

the result model is automatically generated and it depends on the initial parameters set manually.
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representing the truss rendered with a
Subsequently, it is possible to make
truss always lead to incongruous
used is decided in order to have the
considered also as a new starting
section curves are implemented as
input parameters. This means that

monitor its behavior over time. This

the proposed method.

techniques.
The ideal 3D model is conceived with

Domenico in Bologna, corresponds to
to be able to highlight all undergone
that are the input parameters. Then the

possible to compare 3D models with the
original point cloud in order to highlight
available data on the truss original

input curves, the algorithm calculates
and then traces a polyline joining the

to be made in order to proceed with
This ideal 3D model is the one that

basic principle is to bring the basic
3D model, to a pre-condition without
other words, to what it is supposed to

beam. To create knots, section curves
intersect another crossing beam. The

knowledge that is traceable, objective,
comparable and available at any time.
This operational method is not linked to

construction.
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outside the truss plane.
member is carried out. The main

due to bending moment. This process

each member is made with only

have been rotated as to reach mutual
orthogonality. This step is carried out

perpendicular line passing through the

vertical plane passing through both the

planar.
plane,

passing

through

both

the

the tie beam on the masonry walls are
rotations occurred.
it is assumed that the displacements
and

modeled, which highlights the occurred

each truss and the detailed ideal 3D

the truss passes through these points.

Figure shows how the basic 3D model,

situation are overlapped to highlight

the

supports

are

negligible

step is carried out using the reverse
model, in orange, highlighting rotations

control points. The deep blue and red colors represent the interval between 5 and 7 cm.
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report, in chromatic scale, the deviation
between every corresponding points
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them using control points. By using
the annotation tool, it is possible to
measured between the corresponding

model is still under implementation.

to be detected is set manually, in the
chromatic scale, in order to have a
be to operate the comparison between
An aspect that is considered in the
structural analysis is the long-term

between trusses.

hygroscopic phenomena. The viscosity
to

highlight

locally

the

numerical
into high consideration, because it
not enough. Static geometries won’t
intersect with native elements and are

interpretation provides both qualitative
eases an accurate and widespread

viscosity is detected through the abovesolution. But then, any design change

each truss underwent over time in the

humidity under the saturation point is
also allows the designer to update

and highlighted locally, as well as

design changes while all parameter
values remain in place. A designer
where

Dµ

is

the

time-dependent

their geometries to one Revit instance.

projection planes selected by the user
due to mechanical loads, temperature
approach, systems are coupled through
in addition to the deviations’ graphical
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Figure 9: 3D model to be translated into a BIM model.
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The

geometrical

results

have

led

system, directly instantiating geometry

general terms it was possible to detect
graph-based system typically generates

were conceived to stop or, at least,

joints was reported. The method that

years, detecting the variations. With
this procedure it is possible to monitor

in such a way it is possible to detain
displacements in a whole perspective,

instance under normal conditions, it is
such a way the maintenance costs can
this deep analysis should not substitute
a material and local survey.
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